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Figure S2: Image analysis to yield mean intensities at the NE of ER compartments. The NE/ER ratio 
describes the ratio of the mean fluorescence intensity at the NE over the mean fluorescence intensity at the 
ER. The NE/ER ratio thus estimates the relative concentrations of the reporter proteins at the NE and ER. 
The fluorescence intensity at the membranes is determined as described in (1) using the ZEN 2010B 
software (Zeiss, Jena, Germany), as follows: the region of interest, either the ER or the NE, is manually 
selected. In this example the region of interest (red lines) is selected to include the ER but not the NE. The 
pixel intensities in the region of interest are plotted in a histogram and visualized in the image. The selected 
in-focus membrane compartment is visible as a broad peak in the histogram, distinct from the out-of-focus or 
background fluorescence (upper panel). To determine the mean intensity of the in-focus fluorescence, the 
lower-threshold is manually set at the peak of the histogram (arrow). In the image is the ER shown as a 
more or less continuous system (II). The lower threshold is too low if out of focus signal is visible as a shade 
along the ER (I) or too high if interruptions are seen in the ER (III). By using threshold setting II (in the 
middle of I and III), we obtained reproducible results. Indicated below is the variation in mean intensity that 
results from variation in the settings of the lower threshold. In a double bind test we see an approximately 
10% difference in eventual NE/ER ratio’s.  
 
